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With Few Visitors, Volunteer Work Continues!

It’s been a quiet year at the mine. While we reopened for modified tours in June, the mine
closed for tours again in July due to COVID restrictions. Paranormal Investigations returned
for October, November and December with pre-registered guests, small groups and extended
periods outside. Though we haven’t had many visitors, our dedicated volunteers continued
working on restoration, preservation, development of new displays, and needed maintenance.
When the mine reopens next year, it will have many changes and improvements!

A big job! Crushed asphalt will reduce dust
and improve parking

Road Work Ahead
With 152 acres of grounds, our maintenance isn't
limited to the buildings! With help from volunteers
from Main Street Theatre Works, crushed
asphalt was spread and compacted on the lower
parking lot and access to the Amphitheater. We
have more to do...plans include completing the
access road to the Amphitheater and working on
the road at the North entrance.
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Head Frame Restoration Underway Soon
The mission of the Kennedy
Mine Foundation is to protect,
conserve, restore the historic
structures, and share the history
of the property known as the
Kennedy Mine. The Kennedy
Mine Foundation works to retain
the historic value, scenic beauty,
natural treasures and wildlife
habitat for future generations.
The Kennedy Mine Foundation is
a non-profit California Public
Benefit Corporation operating
under the 501(c)3 regulations.
We hope you will come and
enjoy the Kennedy Gold Mine
with us and perhaps become
involved in the volunteer effort.
Donations are welcome and are
tax deductible.

The Native Sons of the Golden West are Official Sponsors of the
Head Frame Restoration Project. Combined donations of over $24,000
have initiated the first steps in replacing the decking on the Head Frame
and creating a viewing area for the shaft. The grating to cover the shaft
area has arrived and new wood decking will soon be ordered. When the
project is completed, visitors will be able to stand and look down the shaft
to the collar (and see the current water level).

visit to the shaft at Tonopah Mining Park
A bright idea! Ainspired
our head frame restoration project

Visit us online at
kennedymine.com
Our web site is loaded with info:
 Maps
 Photos
 Virtual Flyover Tour
 Event Info
 School Tour Info
 KM Loop Trail
 Document Archive
 and much more!

Contact Us:
info@kennedygoldmine.com
(209)223-9542
kennedygoldmine.com
Kennedy Gold Mine
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Jackson Rotary Sponsors New Gates
There are three entrances to the mine
property, each with a gate – the North
entrance by the motel and church, the South
entrance from Hwy49/88, and the
amphitheater entrance. Over the years, our
gates have seen a lot of wear and tear as well
as a little abuse. Thanks to a donation from
Jackson Rotary, new custom gates will be
installed at each of the entrances. Local
fabricator Al Hiatt has completed the gates
and a crew will be installing them in the
near future!

Disaster Anniversary Approaches
On August 27, 1922, during the night shift at the Argonaut Mine, California experienced
its worst mine disaster. In just over a year, we will mark the 100th anniversary of the
tragedy that was felt around the world. The Amador Historical Society, Kennedy
Mine and others will be commemorating the event. We are currently recruiting volunteers
to help with planning, which will get underway soon. Please email
manager@kennedygoldmine.com if you are interested.

To Learn More...

Reprinted copies of 47 Down, the 1922
Argonaut Gold Mine Disaster are available through the Kennedy Mine gift shop.

Cleanup Continues
In the less accessible areas of
the mine property, cleanup is
an ongoing priority. After a
small fire a few years ago, we
closely monitor homeless
camps on the property.
Volunteers use the ATV to
keep a lookout for any potential
hazards, debris, or camps.
Several dumpsters and multiple
truckload loads of trash have
been removed.
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Volunteers Complete New Shed
This new shed provides storage for tables and chairs
used for events, and a “garage” for our ATV. Using
rough-cut lumber from the Amador Sawmill
Association saved money, but added a challenge!
Luckily we had advice and assistance from volunteers
with construction experience!

The Finished Product!
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Replacement Tunnel Takes Shape
This year’s biggest project has been a new “tunnel” in the Change House.
Prior to the fire three years ago, the simulated tunnel was a very popular
part of the tour. The goal has been to recreate an underground tunnel.
With the help of our resident mining engineer, Doug Ketron, we drew
up plans. The City of Jackson supplied grant money, materials were
ordered, and the tunnel was started.

Initial framing used purchased 6” x 6” timbers. The
layout was modified as new displays were considered.
The Amador Sawmill and Mining Association then supplied 1”
and 2” planks for the project. The boards were trimmed with the
rough edges used for cribbing, and the random width boards for walls
and ceilings. It looked a little too new, so stain created a more
“seasoned” look. The Styrofoam used to simulate rocks in the original
tunnel has been replaced by real slate and quartz rocks from the
Kennedy Mine workings. There is much more to do as construction
continues and placement of artifacts begins.

Want to Join the Fun? Volunteers work
every Tuesday and Thursday 9am-12 noon
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Boiler Building Next Up on Our Project List

Before

With renovations and repairs being
completed on the Boiler Building, it will
no longer be used for storage; it will soon
become a display area. Rusted and
deteriorated siding is being replaced.
Soon it will have a new look inside. The
old grinding stone from the Argonaut will
remain in the building, accompanied by a
variety of smaller tools. The Knight
Foundry patterns that were in the
Change House before the fire will be
displayed in the Boiler Building – a hoist
brake as well as the wheel patterns. Two
ventilation fans originally purchased for
the Kennedy (but never used) will have a
new home there also.

Your Donations Go Farther On December 1

After

Revenue has been very limited this year. With donations and
sponsorships, we are currently at just 33% of a normal year’s
revenue. On Tuesday, December 1st, the Kennedy Mine will
once again be participating in Giving Tuesday. Coordinated by
the Amador Community Foundation, non-profits
throughout the county come together to raise funds supporting
a wide variety of projects. Each year ACF arranges
supplemental funds for a percentage match program. Please
consider donating this year!
Checks dated 12/1/2020 can be mailed to arrive no later than
December 1st to Kennedy Gold Mine, P.O. Box 684, Jackson,
CA 95642. Checks must be dated 12/1/2020.
On Tuesday, December 1st, ACF will be offering a drive-thru
donation site at the St. Katherine Drexel parking lot from
11am-3pm. Only checks will be accepted, and they must be
dated 12/1/2020.
Online giving (credit cards) must go through
www.giveamador.org on December 1st (one day only).
Select the Kennedy Mine from the list of non-profits.
OR…
If you’re out and about on Saturday, November 28th, stop in at the mine between 10am and 3pm.
Drop off cash or a check dated 12/1/2020, then take a glimpse at the progress on our new tunnel.
COVID directives will be followed. Face coverings and hand sanitizing will be required, as well as
physical distancing throughout the visit.
Kennedy Mine Foundation is a 501(c)3 nonprofit and your donations are tax-deductible to the extent of the law.
NOTE: The 2020 CARES Act allows you to deduct up to $300 in charitable monetary donations on
your 2020 tax return, even if you don't itemize your deductions.
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Volunteer Spotlight
Doug Ketron

Doug is one of the original Kennedy Mine Foundation Board members. He has served on the Board
continuously since the formation of the Foundation. Over 20+ years, Doug has taken on many rolls
as a volunteer. He was active in the development of the Amphitheatre area – from his help in
acquiring and installing the access bridge, to volunteering in the ticket office on performance nights.
Serving as a tour guide at the mine, he shares his extensive knowledge of the Kennedy Mine with
4th grade school groups, senior bus tours, geology students and anyone who stops by. Doug can be
found preparing bags of gold for panning, surveying the property, researching the history of the
Kennedy/Argonaut court cases or parking cars for an event at the mine. His most recent project has
been the design and construction of the new “tunnel” exhibit in the Change House. His
background and experiences as engineer working in mines are evident in the details he has included.
All rocks used in the tunnel are original to the mine! Plan on a visit to see his work when the mine
reopens!

Harold Connerley

Another longtime volunteer, Harold has faithfully participated in Thursday workdays for years –
gladly accepting another zero in accumulated pay. (He probably has thousands). He is willing to take
on everything from landscape maintenance to construction, gold bagging to gold panning and, of
course, sharing the history of Amador County mining with visitors. As a tour guide, Harold shares his
extensive knowledge of the Kennedy Mine. Some of his favorite groups are the Paranormal
Investigators. To start the evening, Harold provides background information and the history of the
mine for the participants, then joins them on their exploration. Also a rock collector and modern-day
“gold miner”, he is a member of the Calaveras Gem and Mineral Society and other rock hounding
groups. Harold enjoys traveling to old mining sites to collect ore samples or test his luck with his metal
detector. You can check out some of his samples at the gift shop.

Jerry Jolley

Jerry is a newer addition to the Kennedy Mine Volunteers. He began with the group
developing Kennedy Mine Loop Trail. An avid walker/hiker and volunteer with the
Forest Service, Jerry worked on the construction of the 2.3 mile trail on the Kennedy
Mine property. Upon completion of the trail, he and others offered guided trail walks to
introduce the trail to the community and share information about the mine’s history. As
an experienced chainsaw operator, Jerry became our “go to” guy for tree trimming and
brushing. Then he discovered other projects that might need attention – like staining the
stage or helping in the kitchen during events. Before we knew it, Jerry was inviting others
to jump in and get dirty (see photo at right). Thanks to Jerry, we have had a great
turnout for cement-pouring parties, shed construction and now, tunnel building. Many
long-planned projects have been addressed thanks to Jerry's commitment as our official
unofficial volunteer coordinator. Watch for an email from him when replacement of the
head frame decking starts!

Thank you to these amazing men,
and to all of our dedicated volunteers!
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